Evolution acting on the same target, but at multiple levels: Proteins as the test case My first Editorial, I thought, would be an excellent platform to share some interesting, less appreciated facets of biology, taking cues from our own research findings, melding them with others in the field and take the issue forward. The editorial is written in way so that less of my own complexity appears and only the complexity that is innate to biology is showcased. Biology, at any length and time-scales of study, is not only exciting but also very intriguing. I will, in my successive editorials, move into various scales of biology, only to wonder about its inner workings.
where the mutational paths get additive or get restricted by dynamic adaptive changes or a combination of both and how the newly evolving function trades off with the pre-existing function, leading to conversion from either a 'generalist' to 'specialist' or vice versa and the routes that shape intermediates leading to highaffinity-high-selectivity sites, etc. (Tawfik et al. 2009 ). It has been proposed that novel activities are acquired by active sites when 'generalists' convert to 'specialists' via intermediates that exhibit exceptionally wide ranges of promiscuous activities (Matsumura and Ellington 2001) . Indeed, examples do exist suggesting that non-overlapping specificities become accessible via 'generalist' intermediates emerging under selection (Rockah-Shmuel and Tawfik 2012). Therefore, a 'hot-soup' of promiscuity seems to serve as a fertile ground for selections that eventually 'fix' specificity in a newly emerging 'specialist'! It is well known that entire body of the protein can accumulate mutations over large evolutionary timescales. Interestingly, sets of correlated-mutations where a particular amino acid change at one location is accompanied by certain other change at another location in the protein (perhaps as a compensatory alteration), supporting a model that 3D structural contacts might influence the mutation landscape within the protein (Jacob et al. 2015) . There is now a strong hope, backed by powerful statistical tools, that accurate mapping of many such 'correlated mutations' during its evolution in a protein could indeed yield sufficient structural constraints that one could start predicting the entire 3D-structure of the protein using such statistically 'cosher' constraints! So the protein evolution involves a balance between 'whole body' centric structure driven mutational landscape, within which local active site biochemistry spins out additional trajectories of mutational changes that are tightly coupled to functional specificity of the protein. Moreover, most proteins co-exist within the biochemical niche of its interactome, which in turn imposes additional constraints on mutation landscape of a protein. We know much less on the nature of these constraints as our understanding of interactome evolution is very nascent now. It is conceivable that interactome based constraints adds additional layer of complexity in protein evolution by imposing other adaptive changes in the protein functions. All these arguments put together seems to strongly suggest that a single target, the protein, is subject to multiple mutational pressures, ranging from its local active site centric changes to overall 3D folds-related effects to those emanating from 3D-structural plasticity of the same protein within its dynamic interactome. It is excitingly intriguing to think about all such possibilities.
